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Motivation!

•  Is it possible to modify a commercial digital camera so 
that it is sensitive to Near-IR light? !

•  Can we use this camera to perform “hyper-spectral 
imaging” of fruits and vegetables?!

•  Is it possible that fluorescence excitation and IR imaging 
will be able to reveal or decorate hidden anatomical 
structures?!

!



The Electromagnetic Spectrum !



Typical	  Digital	  Camera	  
	  Silicon	  Photodector	  Response	  

Red Vision Limit!





“Life Pixel” Replaces IR Blocking!
Filter with Full Spectrum Filter  !



Experimental Setup !
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Sony Digital 
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Images Taken Through 3 Different Long – Pass IR Filters!



695 nm Filter!

720 nm Filter! 830 nm Filter!

Red Rome Apple: 635 nm Excitation!



Visible Light! 695nm Filter!

830nm Filter!

IR Photos of Pear  !



Classic Textbook Anatomy Diagrams!





Exocarp! Mesopcarp!Endocarp!

Pericarp!
Sepal Bundle!

Core line! Stamen!



Red Onion 635 nm Excitation!



What’s Going On?  Luminescence!

•  We	  used	  a	  “SpectroVis	  -‐	  Plus”	  spectrometer	  to	  
characterize	  the	  luminescence	  of	  fruit	  cores.	  

•  Core	  samples	  were	  ground	  and	  extracted	  with	  
isopropyl	  alcohol.	  

•  We	  found	  two	  broad	  fluorescence	  peaks	  at	  	  
ca.	  680nm	  and	  790nm.	  	  



Molecular Energy Level Diagram!



Green Pigmentation Found in the  Endocarp!
 Absorbs Red and Blue Light, Emitting IR Fluorescence !







Summary / Conclusions !
•  Fruits and vegetables contain pigments that absorb 

visible light and re-emit IR light.!
!
•  Commercial digital cameras can be converted to be 

sensitive to light in this wavelength range ( 700 – 1100 
nm).!

!
•  Luminescent pigments appear to be concentrated in 

distinct anatomical structures and decorate these 
structures when imaged with an IR sensitive camera.!

•  This technique should prove useful in studies of plant 
anatomy and pathology.!
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Explanation For Images!
 We illuminated the images using a 635 nm red laser, to uniformly 
illuminate the pear and apple. We then took a photo of the illuminated fruit 
using a Sony macro digital camera that was modified to be sensitive to IR. 
The modification of the camera consisted of removing the infrared filter in 
the camera, allowing for the camera to detect near infrared light. The light 
being illuminated at the fruit did not contain any infrared red light, the laser 
solely emitted visible light. We kept away all sources of infrared light that 
could illuminate the fruit. In theory we should have not been able to see 
anything from the pictures because no infrared light was present for the 
camera to detect. Instead we obtained pictures of the infrastructure of the 
fruit this is due to the pigments contained within the apple that reflected 
the visible light into near infrared light, which was then detected by the 
camera, resulting in the images of the intricate infrastructure of the fruit. 
We then analyzed the images in ImageJ, by separating the color channels 
of the photograph into green, blue, and red, and enhanced the contrast 
and brightness of the image to enhance the images.!
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